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B♭m(add11)  A♭sus4/C  D♭(add9)  G♭

1. It's like forgetting the words
to your fav'-rite song.

You can't be

with pedal
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lieve it, you were always singing along. It was so easy, and the words so sweet, you can’t remember.

you try to feel the beat... ...eet, ...eet, ...eet,
- ber, you try to move your feet...

...eet, ...eet, ...eet...

...eet, ...eet, ...eet.
1. G\textsuperscript{♭5} G\textsuperscript{♭maj7} G\textsuperscript{♭6} G\textsuperscript{♭maj7}  

2. G\textsuperscript{♭5} G\textsuperscript{♭maj7} G\textsuperscript{♭6} G\textsuperscript{♭maj7}  

B\textsuperscript{♭m(add11)} A\textsuperscript{♭sus4/C} D\textsuperscript{♭(add9)} G\textsuperscript{♭}  

3. Someone’s deciding whether or not to steal, he opens a
window, just to feel the chill, he hears that

outside a small boy just started to cry, ‘cause it’s his

turn but his brother won’t let him try.

FF cont. sim.
It's like forgetting the words to your fav'rite song. You can't believe it, you were always singing along, it was so
B♭m(add11)  A♭sus4/C  D♭(add9)

and the words so

G♭5  B♭m(add11)  A♭sus4/C

you try to

D♭(add9)  G♭5  B♭m(add11)

It was so easy.
and the words so sweet, you can’t re-mem-
ber, you try to feel the

beat...

repeat to fade